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Cribs For Kids was looking for a unique way to present web based 
pages that targeted different categories of attendees for their 
conference. 

With HALO’s expertise, they chose the Ultimate bag from Bagmakers 
that used a Vista Scan process to enable the designs on the bag to 
carry a secret barcode. When scanned, the links took attendees to 
webpages corresponding to the image scanned. For example, when 
scanning the doctor image an informational presentation on Sudden 
Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) would pop up. 

This innovative idea allowed attendees to link up to a plethora of 
informational videos to assist responders to SIDS. Not only was the 
bag a very useful promotional item for the conference, it also doubled 
as a vehicle to present informational and entertaining materials for all 
attendees.

Cribs for Kids
Client: Cribs for Kids 
Products Used: Ultimate (CVU1614) bag with Vista Scan process
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=y-Aei27u1GI&app=desktop
Youtube Video Campaign

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=y-Aei27u1GI&app=desktop
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Tulsa Credit Union contacted HALO Branded Solutions to promote its 
newest investment product: Boost Certificates. The Boost Certificate 
will allow the Credit Union to offer another long-term deposit option 
to members with flexibility to grow their investment, which is a com-
petitive option in a rising rate environment.

While developing the concept for the Boost campaign, the market-
ing team envisioned a rocket ship “boosting” member’s earnings to 
new heights; that is what exactly emerged. So HALO created rock-
et-shaped USB drives and a direct mailer that will orbit into member’s 
mailboxes.

Boost   
Client: Tulsa Federal Credit Union
Products Used: Rocket USB & Custom Shipper
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The JM&A Group has annual incentive trips and for their 2016 family 
oriented trip. They wanted a unique mailer to generate excitement 
and provide entertainment for the kids during the trip. 

HALO was asked to come up with packaging ideas to fill with  
entertaining items and all the necessary documents for the trip. This 
included custom luggage tags, fun logo puzzles, playing cards, and 
squirt guns. 

HALO did this using a tin, with a custom foam cutout and the 
company’s colorful, fun logo for the trip. Inside the case, were toys, 
games, and the trip program with all the trip details. This definitely 
generated the excitement the company was hoping for.

Family Reunion Trip  
Client: JM&A Group
Products Used: FC tin, Old Maid playing cards, FC luggage tags, 
FC puzzle, three squirt guns which include a whale, shark & dolphin
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A Rock and Roll theme provided a great way of rolling out an 
extended marketing theme focusing on the essential “tour” of 
products offered by Thermo Fisher Scientific. 

The company is a world leader in serving science that enables their 
customers to make the world healthier and safer. 

The artwork provided by the client several iconic album covers, 
including: The Beatles’ Abbey Road, Nirvana’s Nevermind, Bruce 
Springsteen’s Greatest Hits, Metallica’s Master of Puppets plus two 
other album covers - Run DMC’s Greatest Hits album and Pink Floyd’s 
Dark Side of the Moon. These album covers were transformed into 
promotional products like lunch boxes and flash drives.

Essentials Tour
Client: Thermo Fisher Scientific
Products Used: Lunch Boxes, Flash drives, Test Tube “floaties”, T-Shirts, 
Guitar Picks, and Magic Cubes
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Women’s and Men’s Health Services of the Coastal Bend started The 
Box Project. The Company, started by Christine Bonner and Amanda 
Stuckenberg, created this health initiative to curb the growing 
mortality and morbidity rates of infants in South Texas. 

HALO developed the boxes for women trying to get pregnant, in the 
early stage of pregnancy or soon to give birth. There also is a box 
specially designed for men. 

Baby Boxes offer a simple and safe sleeping place for babies, plus 
premium baby products to help support new parents. The company 
partners with hospitals, government agencies and nonprofit 
organizations to help distribute the box globally. 

Baby Box
Client: Women’s and Men’s Health Services of the Coastal Bend
Products Used: DC Eurotote
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Aeromaritime America Inc. is an authorized distributor of the Rolls-
Royce Model 250 Series Gas Turbine Engine for the Middle East and 
Africa. The company also does comprehensive repair, overhaul, and 
testing for Rolls-Royce engines. 

When technicians are trying to identify a problem, they remove the 
engine and have to carry it to a black-lit room where the UV light 
exposes any engine oil by creating an iridescent color. 

HALO took a popular pen style and customized it for their own use.  
HALO modified the light on the end of the multi-function pen and 
switched it to a UV bulb.  This way, technicians in the field can easily 
look for oil spills.  

UV Pens
Client: Aeromaritime
Products Used: Multi-function pen with UV bulb
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Mindfulness, a retail meditation studio, is on the path to franchising 
and is focused on enticing customers to participate and sign up for 
classes and monthly subscriptions. 

HALO helped create items like water bottles and journals as well as 
paper tea cups that are used in the studio to strengthen the brand. 
The apparel was designed to enhance the experience with taglines 
like, “Don’t Judge” and “Be Current”.  

The  ‘copy-cat’ RX prescription pad features art designed to prescribe 
‘meditation’ and continued the well-thought out messaging and 
branding.

Be Current Meditation
Client: Current Meditation
Products Used: Journals, Bottles, Paper Cups, Apparel, 
Writing Instruments, RX Pads
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JM&A Group, an affiliate of a Fortune 500 company and named 
in Fortune’s 100 Best companies to work for 19 years running” 
necessary to use? The reason I ask is the first paragraph is a big run-
on sentence, we could Shorten it up by saying: “JM&A Group, an 
affiliate of a Fortune 500 company. Reached out to HALO for their 
“family reunion” trip that they plan every other year as an incentive 
for 500 families of four. 

HALO was asked to come up with creative fun ideas that can be sent 
to the winners as a confirmation gift.  This gift must appeal and raise 
excitement for the whole family, including young children, teens and 
adults when the gift is delivered to their home.

HALO created a fun beach themed photo gift, all packaged in a mini 
Adirondack beach chair. The customer was thrilled with the results 
of this incentive and we received raved reviews. As a result of our 
creativity, we continue to get many referrals.

Family Confirmation Gift
Client: JM&A Group
Products Used: Adirodack Beach Chair Planter, Fujifilm Instax Mini 8 
Instant Film Camera, Instant Film 2 Pack, Set of six photo cubes, 
Selfie Stick, Custom Frame from Morris Magnets
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One of the easiest ways to become an organ donor is to register at 
your local DMV. Donate Life - South Carolina was looking for a way 
to ensure people waiting in line at the DMV knew how easy it was to 
register to become an organ donor. 

HALO developed a custom desktop bell, that when rung would 
recognize the person for saying YES to becoming a donor. Now when 
a South Carolina customer says “YES” to Donate Life or contributes 
money to Donate Life - South Carolina they can ring the bell. 

The SCDMV staff applauds each ‘bell ringer’ showing appreciation for 
their customer’s decision. The hope is that others waiting in the office 
will hear the bell and inquire how they can become a donor as well. 

Ring Our Bell
Client: Donate Life
Products Used: Custom Desk Bell
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Heartly House Inc. provides support to victims of intimate partner 
abuse, sexual assault, and child abuse. They also serve those 
secondary victims (family members, friends, spouses) who need 
support. 

The company offers a 24-hour hotline so support is just a phone call 
away. The “Walk a Mile in Her Shoes” campaign asks men to walk one 
mile in women’s high-heeled shoes. This interactive event gets the 
community talking about difficult topics such as gender relations and 
sexual violence. 

HALO created all the branded materials that helped find prospective 
sponsors and walkers. Tee shirts were created to be given out to 
participants as well as tote bags to hold the pair of heels before the 
event. As a result of the branding campaign, the company raised over 
thirty thousand dollars in pledges and donations to help victims of 
domestic violence. 

Walk a Mile in Her Shoes
Client: Heartly House
Products Used: Print media, t-shirts, tote bags, car magnets, etc.



Wells House Inc. is a nonprofit charity that offers support for those 
struggling with substance abuse and encouragement that enables 
patients to begin to live a life free from drugs or alcohol while 
restoring self-confidence. Wells House contacted HALO to work on 
their first golf tournament “Tee Off for Recovery” to celebrate 40 
years of business. HALO helped create a logo and fostered other 
marketing pieces for the company. 

Non-profits like Wells House Inc. rely on money from federal and 
state grants as well as donations from local organizations. After help 
from HALO with their new branding, the amount of capital they were 
receiving doubled. The company was able to expand their staff from 
25 to 85 people thus allowing them to rehabilitate more people and 
help them to become productive members of society.  

Wells House Campaign
Client: Wells House Inc.
Products Used: Print media, apparel, pens, mugs, travel cup, pad folios, 
caps, etc.
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The Dexter Experience is the culmination of years of experience in the 
areas of real estate, hospitality and technology by Mr. Gene Dexter. 
The goal was to “provide a 5 Star experience at a 1 Star price” for 
short-term stays through sites like AIRBNB.com. 

To give his guests The Dexter Experience, Mr. Dexter turned to HALO 
Branded Solutions to provide hotel-style amenities.

HALO worked with Mr. Dexter to produce items that could serve the 
needs of both ends of his business. The items needed to present well 
at both an open house for a $1.5 million home and a Palm Springs 
golf getaway. Whether it’s a deep etched bottle of Veuve Clicquot 
for a closing gift or branded shampoo bottles for a short-term rental, 
The Dexter Experience relies on HALO to provide their clients with 
“WOW” moments.

The Dexter Experience
Client:  The Dexter Experience
Products Used: Pens, bottled water, custom chocolate, apparel, custom 
wine, shampoo bottles
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http://airbnb.com/


As the global leader in hybrid IT monitoring and analytics software, 
ZENOSS provides complete visibility for cloud, virtual and physical 
IT environments. The company monitors over 1.2 billion devices a 
day. HALO was asked to design giveaways that would highlight the 
uniqueness of ZENOSS within their industry.
 
To promote that business doesn’t have to be all work and no play, 
the company designed a ZENOSS conference for their international 
clients in Austin, Texas. 

HALO helped ZENOSS design products that would help attendees to 
get a sense of their funky musical town. Each product was developed 
to fit an Austin theme. The themed item tied into each training 
session or party for the day.

Zenoss Conference
Client: ZENOSS
Products Used: T-Shirt, lanyard, posters
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Code 42 is a Minnesota software development company which helps 
clients backup their important data.  Most of their revenue comes 
from business customers, so when Code42 wanted to develop thank 
you gifts for these business customers, they reached out to HALO. 
Together we created a three tier thank you gift system. 

The levels included major, national, and corporate accounts. Their 
design firm developed a new “handshake” logo to compliment the 
relationship with the client and HALO offered Minnesota caramels 
and coffee to connect with Code42’s Minnesota roots. The other 
products in each kit reflect their fun yet business-oriented culture. All 
the kits are ordered from the company store that HALO maintains for 
Code42.  

New Customer Gifts
Client: Code42
Products Used: Sunglasses, 16 piece Annie’s Sea Salt Caramels, Laptop 
Stickers, Journal, 12oz Dogwood Mixed Tape ground coffee, Grotto 
Ceramic Mugs, Custom Socks, Portable Jacket, Big Bang Case, Set of 4 
Round Bamboo Coasters, Welcome Card
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Each year HALO’s Oceania Cruise client likes to give a unique, 
memorable holiday keepsake on their holiday cruises. HALO 
presented one-of-a-kind, hand-painted table globes. 

The elegant velvet box is debossed with Oceania Cruises’ logo and 
cherry wood stand. The client also included a note card from the 
cruise line. There is one globe for each of their six ships. These are  
wrapped in a white gloss wrapping paper and tied with a blue logo 
ribbon.  

The guests truly love these keepsakes. In fact, guests loved them so 
much they have become an annual gift that the guests look forward 
to.

Holiday Gift
Client: Oceania Cruise
Products Used: 5” hand painted custom table globe
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For their annual conference, Alastin wanted to honor and recognize 
many different facets of their business - from the chief medical 
officers, R&D, the physicians, surgeons/clinicians the departments 
within the organization, the sales team, and the support/operations 
staff. Alastin tasked HALO to help the company create their own 
unique awards. For the sales /business development team (and some 
clients), we created custom bracelets with diecut Alastin charms.  
From concept ideas to the finished bracelet!

For the Alastin Innovator Award, HALO suggested an award concept  
thinking “out of the box” in order to reflect Alastin’s  innovative 
flair while creating brand awareness with greater opportunity for 
the doctor honored to display the award in front of his clients. The 
client chose a unique custom die cut acrylic award, showcasing the 
Alastin logo. For the 100% Above and Beyond Club, Fast Start Award 
and Impact Award, the client decided to go with a more traditional 
route—beautiful crystal awards, in various sizes.  Overall, the Alastin 
sales reps were thrilled to give the doctors something different.  

“The physicians, who have been with us from day one, loved them 
and said the awards were like nothing they have received!”

Alastin Skincare Inc.
Client: Alastin Skincare Inc.
Products Used: Awards, custom bracelets
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SPCC Community College’s student orientation goal was, “How can 
we get much needed information concerning the school and student 
life into every student’s hands before they leave orientation?” The 
solution was to turn this information in to “welcome gift” to remind 
the student of their experience.  

HALO used artwork from the college’s colorful custom weekly planner 
on promotional items including lip balm, hand sanitizers, scratch 
pad and a pen.  Products like bookmarks and magnets were used 
to provide key contact information, graduation tips and other useful 
information. A school spirit candy bag was also incorporated featuring 
names of campus clubs and contact information.  The end result was 
a useful and practical gift for students leaving them with important 
information about the college.

Welcome Gifts
Client: Piedmont Community College
Products Used: Custom die cut key chain, magnet, hand sanitizers, lip 
balm, custom candy bag, stadium cup, notepad, custom planner, pens
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Nordstrom wanted to utilize social media to create a buzz for the 
opening of their latest store in Austin, Texas. They were looking for 
creative and catchy ‘theme’ to resonate with its audience. 

HALO responded by creating a Northside Nordie Twitter page 
where people followed Nordie (a bike) across central Texas. Nordie’s 
highlights included documentation of his assembly in an unknown 
location and his photo shoot in Rockport by a famous Texas 
photographer. 

Nordie met many people along the way and created a huge following 
with many clamoring to take a picture with him. He eventually made 
it to the grand opening and can still be seen in the store or taking 
guests on rides through the domain area in Austin.

Northside Nordie
Client: Nordstroms
Products Used: Bicycle
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The Columbia Museum of Art and Columbia Design League 
celebrated the 10th anniversary of the fashion show runaway Runway. 
Designers from all over the state used recycled materials to create the 
hottest fashions. 

HALO partnered with members of the Columbia Design League to 
create a recycled tee shirt. HALO took misprinted and over stocked 
shirts that had been saved up over the years and screen printed over 
these recycled Tees to deliver a truly unique promotional product. 
HALO and the Columbia Museum of Art managed to recycle and 
promote a great educational fundraiser in Columbia, SC.

Strut Your Junk
Client: Columbia Museum of Art and Columbia Design League
Products Used: T-shirts
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A leading medical technology company was looking for an awe 
inspiring experience to enhance their Presidents Club trip to St. Regis, 
Kauai. 

HALO worked with this company to create Pre-trip and post-trip gifts 
to drop ship to each couple attending events. The company’s goal 
was to deliver branded merchandise with corresponding notes from 
leadership members for daily pillow-drops at the event. As well as 
provide Big Kahuna letterhead, signage and cabana materials for use 
at the events.

HALO developed a custom logo, theme and products to compliment 
the location and exclusive feel of this high-end event. Products 
included: pre-trip mailing gifts, private cabanas, pillow drops and post 
trip commemorative gifts.

Presidents Club
Client: Custom Products
Products Used: Pre-trip Mailer, Custom Room Gifts, Post Trip Com-
memorative Gift, Printed Material, Custom Decorations
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